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Mobile armored strike kommand wiki

This article is about a real media franchise; For a fictional crime team, M.A.S.K. M.A.S.K. was a member of the 1985 U.S. National Criminal Policy. The series was followed by a team of specially trained individuals named M.A.S.K. (Mobile Armored Strike Kommand), led by wealthy philanthropist Matt Trakker, facing off against an evil
organization called V.E.O.O.M. (Vicious Evil Network of Mayhem), led by Miles Mayhem. Each group had different masks that their members would wear, which gave them special powers, while also commanding several vehicles that could change from one mode to another. In this way, M.A.S.K. acted as a cross between Hasbro
Transformers and G.I. Joe, transforming vehicles with action-acting pilots. History Like most 80s toy, M.A.S.K. soon emerged as a complete franchise, an animated series developed with toys, as well as several tie-in comics. Cartoon ran for two seasons, from 1985 to 1986, while toys continued for two more years, moving more toward the
racing theme than the original crime-fighting motif, with M.A.S.K. and V.E.N.O.M. each having teams competing against each other. M.A.S.K. remained dormant from 1988 to 2008, when Hasbro (who by then had bought Kenner) introduced Matt Trakker (known as Specialist Trakker) to the G.I. Joe universe as a figure. His on-package bio
also created M.A.S.K. and V.E.N.O.M. as subdivisions G.I. Joe and Cobra, respectively. Hasbro later tried to revive the series in 2011 as part of its Unit: E crossover, which saw several Hasbro brands merged (to get it?) into one universe. In this release, M.A.S.K. is a group of rescue workers who use advanced technology to upgrade their
vehicles to protect citizens of war-torn Detroit. M.A.S.K. was also mentioned in Transformers: Prime, as the government division from which Agent Fowler procures Optimus Prime's Beast Hunters in alternate mode. Prime, like Unit: E, was designed to work on the back door of several other features, including M.A.S.K., but nothing
happened. In 2016, IDW Publishing announced that they had obtained an M.A.S.K. license from Hasbro and introduced them as part of their revolutionary event, combining all their Hasbro titles into one universe. As was done by Specialist Trakker and Unit: E, IDW brought M.A.S.K. characters previously created by Transformers and G.I.
Joe comics, introducing Miles Mayhem (now the legal name miles manheim) in the Secret Raiders prelude story. Here Mayhem is a former member of Joe Colton's Adventure Team, who also has connections to The Earth Defense Command and completed the development of M.A.S.K. vehicle reverse engineering technology for Triple
Changer Blitzwing. External links Should not be confused with Mask: Animated Series. M.A.S.K.Genre Action-Adventure Science Fiction Superhero[1] Developed by Terrence McDonnell and Gary WarneWritten by Jim BakerCreighton BarnesPatrick BarryJack BornoffDel BruckmanBarbara ChainKerry EhrinHerb EngelhardtMel
GildenRalph GoodmanDavid GottliebBarbara HamblyTrevor Meldal-JohnsonFred LaddChuck LorreAli MathesonR. Patrick NearyDianne NezgodaJack OleskerGlen OlsonAlfred A. PegalJessica RadcliffGinger RothJeffrey ScottKaren WilsonS.S. WilsonErica ByrneS votes Doug StoneBrian GeorgeMarkOranBrendan McKaneGraeme
McKennaSharon NobleBrennan Thicke OriginState Of OriginCanadaFranceOriginal Language(s) English seasons 2No. episodes75 (episode list)ProductionExecutive producer(s)Jean ChalopinAndy HeywardTetsuo KatayamaMddddddled by Jean ChalopinSusan CavanRunning time22 minsProduction company(s) DIC AudiovisuelICC TV
Productions, Ltd.DistributorLBS CommunicationsReleaseOriginal Network SyndicateOriginal ReleaseSeptember 30, 1985 – 26. [3] It was animated in Japan studios; KK DiC Asia (later known as KK C&amp;D Asia), Studio Juno, Studio World and Ashi Productions. The review of M.A.S.K. is a special task force led by Matt Trakker, who
operate in transforming armored vehicles in their ongoing fight against criminal v.E.O.O.M. (short for the Vicious Evil Network of Mayhem) with an emphasis on superpowered helmets (so-called masks) worn by the characters of both factions. [4] The main purpose of the V.E.N.O.M. was to obtain money either through kidnapping,
extortion, counterfeiting, kidnapping or attempted theft of historical objects, but M.A.S.K. always found a way to thwart his plans. Cast: M.A.S.K. List of Toys and Characters Doug Stone – Matt Trakker, Hondo MacLean, Dusty Hayes, Bruce Sato, Nash Gorey, Bruno Sheppard, Boris Bushkin, Maximus Mayhem Brendan McKane - Miles
Mayhem, Alex Sector, Floyd Malloy, Jacques LaFleur, Nevada Rushmore Graeme McKenna – T-Bob, Brad Turner, Julio Lopez, Calhoun Burns Mark Halloran – Sly Rax Buddy Hawks, Cliff Peinik, Ace Riker, Duane Kennedy Sharon Noble – M.A.S.K. , Gloria Baker, Vanessa Warfield Brian George - Lester Sludge, Ali Bombay Brennan
Thicke - Scott Trakker Episodes Main Article: List of M.A.S.K. episodes totaling 75 syndicated episodes over two seasons were broadcast from September 1985 to November 1986. The first season consisted of 65 episodes, but the second season, with the theme centered around car racing rather than fighting crime, lasted only ten
episodes. Production One of the many cartoons produced in the 1980s by vehicle toy merchandise, M.A.S.K., was a hybrid of popular era cartoons G.I. Joe: The Real American Hero and Transformers. [quote needed] When originally broadcast, M.A.S.K. was the first closed-captioned series to air the first launch of the syndicate. [5] Home
Video Number released by Karl-Lorimari Kideo Video under the trademark of VHS in 1980, two episodes per tape. Racing's second season was distributed by Tempest Video. In the UK, two releases called M.A.S.K Movie and M.A.S.K Movie II appeared on Tempo Video, featuring episodes edited in feature-length format. M.A.S.K.
episodes are released on DVD in three different regions. USA: Scream! Factory acquired the rights to the Region 1 DVD and released the second season, which consists of 10 episodes, is owned by Cookie Jar Entertainment and is not part of the acquisition. [8] UK: 2004 In November 2007, Maximum released Collection 1, which includes
the same number of episodes as the Australian set. Collection 1 was released again on 31 December 2005. Both kits (re-released collection 1 and Collection 2) are distributed through lace DVDs, replacing maximum entertainment, and both sets are in region 2 PAL format. All 75 episodes appeared in both sets. Australia and New
Zealand: Madman Entertainment released the full series of over two DVD collections for the first time in Australia and New Zealand. Collection 1 was released in November 2006 and includes episodes 1-38, Collection 2 was released in March 2007 and includes episodes 39-75, which includes season 2 episodes. [9] Admission IGN voted
M.A.S.K. the 99th-best animated series in 2009, calling it one of the most popular cartoon/toy marketing franchises of the 1980s, noting that it took many strengths from G.I. Joe and Transformers while taking some of its flaws. [10] On the other hand, David Perlmutter in the 2018 Encyclopedia of American Animated Television Shows
says: Given that it was related to a toy line produced by co-producer Kenner-Parker, the intention was clearly to present weaponry and vehicles at the expense of something deeper in terms of drawing and characterization. That being said, the series failed to do little to be asked to offer advertising toys. On December 15, 2015, The
Hollywood Reporter reported that Hasbro and Paramount were creating a movie universe that connected Micronauts to g.i.i. Joe, Visionaries: Knights of the Magical Light, M.A.S.K. and Rom. [12] The Hollywood Reporter reported on April 21, 2016, that Michael Chabon, Brian K. Vaughan, Nicole Perlman, Lindsey Beer, Cheo Coker, John
Francis Daley, Jonathan Goldstein, Joe Robert Cole, Jeff Pinkner, Nicole Riegel and Geneva Robertson-Dworet had joined the writers' room. On 18 April 2018, it was announced that Gary Gray directs the live-action film. On 28 February 2020, chris bremner's manuscript was announced. [15] References ^ Reddish, David (September 1,
2016). 15 Animated Superhero TV shows you completely forgot. The Bead screen. The Bead screen. June 23, 2018 June 2005 Tv Cup tours: illustrated encyclopedia, 1949-2003 (2nd ed.). McFarland &amp; Co. pages 532–533. Isbn 978-1476665993. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Time. December 16, 1985.
Dvdtalk.com. 19.08.2013 – June 19, 1986. Children's TELEVISION: Shortcake Strategy. In Gitlin, Todd (ed.). Watching Television: Pantheon Guide to Popular Culture. Pantheon Books (Random House). (2005) p. 94. Isbn 0-394-74651-1. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. TV shows on DVD. TV shows on DVD on 9 August
2011 on 28 June 2011. 26 January 2011 In 2004, Thailand became the 1999 World Television Agency. Tvshowsondvd.com. 24 March 2012 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Madman.com.au. Tamm became chief of staff of the island in 2004. Ign. On 23 January 2009, 23 January 2009 , the European Council adopted a directive
on the use of the european financial regulation in the european June 2018 - American Encyclopedia of Animated Films. Rowman and Littlefield. 380–381. Isbn 978-1538103739. December 15, 2015 Paramount, Hasbro creating the Movie Universe around G.I. Joe, four other brands (Exclusive). The Hollywood Reporter. Michael Chabon,
Brian K. Vaughan, Akiva Goldsman (Exclusive) on March 26, 2016. The Hollywood Reporter. 10, 2016, in New York. The Hollywood Reporter. In February 2020, the M.A.S.K. film will find its writer (exclusive). The Hollywood Reporter. External links to M.A.S.K. on IMDb M.A.S.K. TV.com Albert Penello Mask Page - M.A.S.K. content and
database Matt-Trakker.com - M.A.S.K. information page Boulder-Hill.net – M.A.S.K. toy and merchandise information from
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